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Abstract 

This study integrates cellular automata (CA) and genetic algorithms (GAs) to model urban growth in the 
Isfahan Metropolitan Area in Iran. The simulation of urban growth through cellular automata models brings 
improved understanding of the complex dynamic process of land use change, which can not be achieved 
through conventional models. The cellular automata (CA) as a powerful spatial dynamic modeling tool are 
designed as a function of parameters whose calibration plays a crucial role for obtaining a suitable set of 
parameters in order for precise and reliable modeling. Genetic Algorithms are useful tools for decreasing the 
search space for finding the optimal solution of transition rules in cellular automata and reducing the 
simulation uncertainties and improving its locational accuracy in urban modeling. The considered objective 
function in this algorithm is percent correct match (PCM) obtained from error matrix between the simulated 
and the reference map. Historical land use/cover data of Isfahan Metropolitan Area were extracted from the 
1990 and 2001 Landsat ETM

+
 images at 30m spatial resolution. Three different Moore neighborhood sizes 

have been considered for cellular automata model and simulation of urban growth for the year 2001 is 
performed. The simulation outcomes, evaluated with kappa statistic of 74.15% demonstrate that the 
integration of GA and CA could be suitable for dynamic urban growth modeling. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Developing methods for assessing different urban growth planning scenarios regarding the future 
consequences for land use and the progress of current spatial plans and policies is critically important for 
urban and regional planners(Al-Ahmadi et al., 2009). An urban land use system is dominated by human 
activities with complex spatio-temporal dynamics (Hu and Lo, 2007). Many efforts have been made to model 
urban growth using different models and algorithms but amongst them cellular automata models have 
proved rather popular as frameworks for modeling and simulating the physical growth of cities. The 
simulation of urban growth through cellular automata models brings improved understanding of the complex 
dynamic process of land use change, which cannot be achieve through conventional models (Batty et al., 
1999). CA was originally developed for simulating complex systems in physics and biology. CA systems 
were first developed in the late 1940s by S. Ulam and J. von Neumann and then at first serious research 
developed by (Wolfram, 1984) demonstrated that complex natural phenomena can be modeled by CA 
models. The first effort to employ CA for modeling urban growth refers to a pioneer work of (Tobler, 1970) 
who proposed the application of cellular space models to geographic modeling. Because of spatial nature of 
CA they could gain attention between researchers and urban planners, as a large and increasing volume of 
work shows that CA are proper tools for modeling spatial dynamics (e.g. (Al-Ahmadi, et al., 2009; Alkheder 
and Shan, 2005; Couclelis, 1985; Dragicevic, 2004; Itami, 1994; Portugali and Benenson, 1995; Wu, 1998a, 
1998b; Yeh and Li, 2002)). However, even though technically there is little limitation developing CA models 
within a GIS environment, it remains a research issue to urban modelers to identify suitable transition rules 
and their defining parameters in CA based urban modeling (Feng et al., 2011). In CA, many variables are 
involved and each variable is usually associated with a parameter that indicates its importance in simulation 
(Li et al., 2007).  These parameters significantly affect the outcomes of urban simulation (Yeh and Li, 2002). 
It is essential to define proper parameter values when CA is used to simulate realistic cities. Only through 
calibration the cellular automata model can produce an urban level and urban pattern close enough to reality 
(Shan et al., 2008). In other words, the purpose of calibration is to establish the relationship between land 
use change and the factors that affect probability of land conversion (Wu, 2002). Calibration in cellular 
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automata modeling intends to find the best value combination for transition rules to match simulated and real 
urban phenomenon quantitatively and qualitatively (Al-Kheder, 2007). A number of cellular automata 
calibration methods have been developed for urban growth modeling. They achieved various levels of 
success and efficiency. Generally, calibration methods are divided into three categories including statistical, 
visual and artificial intelligence tools (Al-Kheder, 2007). (Clarke et al., 1997) calibrated the SLEUTH model 
by using visual and statistical tests to find the best values for the five growth parameters (slope, land use, 
exclusion, urban extent, transportation, and hill shade). In addition  (Goldstein, 2004) uses brute force 
method to find the best parameter of SLEUTH model of urban growth. Such calibration methods take 
expanded CPU time to reach the most appropriate parameter set in the search space and may get trapped 
in a local maximum.  In recent years, artificial intelligence techniques have attracted considerable attention 
research in urban modeling for many reasons. Intelligence techniques such as artificial neural networks 
(ANNs), fuzzy logic, and genetic algorithms (GAs) are popular tools, since they can deal with complex 
engineering problems which are difficult to solve by classical methods. In case of ANNs,(Yeh and Li, 2002) 
proposed a model which employed ANNs as calibration tool of cellular automata but unlike traditional CA 
models it generate implicit rules that could not be interpretable. In case of Gas, initial efforts tried to attach 
genetic algorithms to cellular automata urban model design for performance improvement. (Colonna et al., 
1998) modeled the changes in land-use for Rome, Italy using genetic algorithms to produce a new set of 
rules for the cellular automata model. In addition Genetic algorithms were used to find the optimal set of 
possibilities of land-use planning for Provo, Utah (Balling et al., 1999). A recent study tried to formalize 
genetic algorithms as a calibration tool for the SLEUTH model (Goldstein, 2004). In (Shan, et al., 2008) 
proposed a model to enhance the efficiency of transition rule calibration in cellular automata urban growth 
modeling using GA for Indianapolis. 
This paper applies genetic algorithm as an artificial intelligence technique for calibration of cellular automata 
transition rules for urban growth modeling in Isfahan Metropolitan Area of Iran from 1990 to 2001. The model 
validation is performed employing kappa statistic and overall accuracy to test the model ability to simulate 
urbanization pattern of reality.  

STUDY AREA 

The Isfahan Metropolitan Area in the center of Iran is considered in this study for modeling urban growth. 
The data that have been used for calibration and simulation included two historical satellite images covering 
a period of ten years. These raw images include two 28.5 m resolution ETM

+
 images 1990 and 2001. 

 
  

 

Fig. 1. Satellite images of Isfahan in 1990 and 2001, respectively. 
 
Both images were geometrically rectified and registered to the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) WGS 
1984 zone 39N. Registration errors were about 0.50 pixels. In addition, combinations of RGB bands of 
Landsat images were performed to prepare satellite imageries for better classification. Fig. 1 shows the final 
results for the 1990 and 2001 Landsat images of Isfahan. After rectifying and registering the images, the next 
step is classification of the outcomes which are the inputs to a cellular automata model. All land use classes 
of Isfahan were also reclassified from their original classification to Anderson Level I (Anderson et al., 1976) 
for the modeling exercises. Four classes are defined based on maximum likelihood classification system 
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namely water, road, urban, vegetation area and barren. These land uses considered as effective land uses 

for urban growth as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Isfahan classified land use map in 1990 and 2001, respectively 

METHODOLOGY 

Calibration of cellular automata plays a crucial role in a precise and reliable modeling. In this section we 
address the structure and function of the proposed model. Land uses extracted from satellite images in 
previous section are: urban, road, vegetation, water and non-urban (barren) areas. Each of these land uses 
has its effect on urban growth that importance of each, varies from a region to another. These preferences 
have been considered in a set of rules. For example some people prefer to inhabit in areas near to the 
vegetation areas while the other prefers have an access to streets. Using cellular automata transition rules, 
we will be able to extract these rules and use them for modeling and forecasting urban growth. The proposed 
transition rules for the cellular automata urban growth model are designed using the above mentioned input 
to identify the minimum urbanization conditions needed in a Moore neighborhood (square) for a test pixel to 
become urban or not. These transition rules are summarized as follows: 
 

1. IF the test pixel is water, road, vegetation OR urban THEN no change. 
 

2. IF the test pixel is non-urban (barren) THEN it becomes urban if: 
 

 Its neighboring URBAN pixel count is ≥ No_u, 

OR 

 Its neighboring ROAD pixel count is ≥ No_s,  

OR 

 Its neighboring VEGETATION pixel count is ≥ No_v,  

OR 

 Its neighboring WATER pixel count is ≥ No_w. 
 

where No_r, No_s, No_P and No_l are the minimum number of urban, street, vegetation and water pixels, 
respectively in a square neighborhood which are require for urbanization of one non-urban pixel. In this 
research we consider three different neighborhood sizes (3×3, 5×5 and 7×7) and finally compare the 
obtained results from them and select the best one for our study area. There are a total 9

4
, 25

4
 and 49

4
 

combinations of possible rule values for 3×3, 5×5 and 7×7 neighborhood sizes, respectively. These 
extensive search spaces entail us to use optimum search methods such as genetic algorithms for reducing 
the search spaces and finding the optimum solutions. 
For evaluating each generated population, we have to use model validation parameters. The objective 
function used in this study is percent correct match (PCM) and we are going to minimize (100-PCM). The 
percent correct match (PCM) is a parameter that indicates the accuracy of the model using confusion matrix. 
This parameter assesses the following parameters: (1) the urban growth is occurred in real world and the 
model illustrates it, (2) the urban growth is not occurred in real world while the model has shown the growth. 
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The confusion matrix can summarize the results by overlaying the map of a simulated land use on the map 
of reality, as shown in Table 1 (Pontius and Schneider, 2001). 

Table 1. Confusion Matrix 

Model Reality   

 Change Non-
change 

Total 

Change A B A+B 
Non-change C D C+D 
Total A+C B+D A+B+C+D 

 
The percent correct match (PCM) is calculated from (1) (Pontius and Schneider, 2001): 
 

DCBA

DA
PCM




                                                                                                                                                   (1) 

 

Genetic algorithms (GAs) were invented by John Holland in the 1960s  (Holland, 1992)and were further 
developed by him and his colleagues at the University of Michigan in the 1960s and the 1970s (Goldberg, 
1989). The general algorithm of this approach is as follows: 
 
Algorithm: Genetic Algorithms 

 Initialize population  

 Evaluate population  

 Do while (termination-criteria is not satisfied)  

 Select parents for reproduction  

 Perform recombination and mutation  

 Evaluate 

Loop 

 

The first step towards applying genetic algorithms is generating initial population. Population for calibrating 
the proposed cellular automata model includes the number of urban, street, vegetation and water pixels in a 
defined square neighborhood. As an example, a rule as a member of population could be 2, 4, 5, 7 which 
means that a non-urban pixel will become urban if in its neighborhood there are at least 2 or 4 or 5 or 7 
urban, street, vegetation or water, respectively. Proposed population size is 20 which mean that the 
population includes 20 of the mentioned rules that are randomly generated. Then the cellular automata 
model is run for each member in the population and the fitness of the population is calculated through the 
objective function. If each of the rules satisfies the termination criterion, it will be selected as the best answer 
and algorithm will be stopped; otherwise the rules with the lower objective function are given a lower rank 
and vice versa. For using genetic operation such as elitism, crossover and mutation, population must be 
sorted descending in term of its fitness. The next population will be generated according to elitism selection, 
crossover and mutation. Based on the proposed algorithm, 10% of the sorted population in the previous step 
is copied directly into the next generation before crossover and mutation. This step allows us to keep the 
best answers. The next step in genetic algorithms is crossover and mutation applied to population from the 
previous step. Crossover is the process in which two chromosomes (strings) combine their genetic materials 
to produce a new offspring which possesses both their characteristics. In Fig. 3 crossover operation on the 
two parents are shown that leads to producing two offsprings. In this paper crossover rate was 0.60 which 
means that crossover applies on the 60% of population. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.  Cross Over operator 

The last step in finalizing a new population is mutation operation. It is the process by which a string is 
deliberately changed so as to maintain diversity in the population set and prevents the solution from local 
minima. In this study, mutation applied to the 30% of the population by generating a set of random solutions. 
By applying elitism selection, crossover and mutation, new population is produced and could be evaluated 
using the objective function. This process is repeated until termination criterion is satisfied. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 3 shows the results acquired through applying genetic algorithms as a tool for calibrating cellular 
automata transition rules. Calibrated rules column in Table 3 indicate the minimum required number of 
urban, street, vegetation and water pixels in a defined square neighborhood, respectively. 
Aside from calibration of cellular automata, validation is other issues that must be addressed. Validation 
procedure measure the performance of CA model to simulate a reliable model that can be reproduced 
urbanization pattern of reality. A well known measurement procedure is based on the use of error matrices 
for mapping comparisons (Norte Pinto and Pais Antunes, 2007).For evaluating the model accuracy, Kappa 
statistics (KS) is used. The Kappa statistics is much used to assess the similarity between the observed and 
predicted results. The calculation of Kappa is based on contingency table (Monserud and Leemans, 1992) 
(Table 2). 
 

Table 2. The Contingency Table 

Total Model   

c … 2 1 Class 

P1T P1c … P12 P11 1  
Reality 

 
P2T P2c … P22 P21 2 

… … … … … … 

PcT Pcc … Pc2 Pc1 c 

1 PTc … PT2 PT1 Total 

 
On the basis of the contingency table, many statistics can be derived as follow (Hagen, 2003): 

∑
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                                                                                                                                                        (2) 

 

And finally Kappa statistics could be calculated from (3) (Hagen, 2003): 
 

P(E)-1

P(E)-P(A)
KS =                                                                                                                                                             (3) 

    

It is generally considered that Kappa values for map agreement are: >0.8 is excellent; 0.6-0.8 is very good; 
0.4-0.6 is good; 0.2-0.4 is poor and <0.2 very poor (Pijanowski et al., 2005). 
 

Table 3. Results of Cellular Automata Calibration 

Windows 
Size 

PCM% KS% Calibrated Rules 

3 86.28 72.38 4 , 1 , 8 ,2 

5 87.17 74.15 11 , 3 , 23 , 12 

7 86.49 72.65 25 , 12 , 43 , 25 

 

As the results show (Table 3), percent correct match (PCM) and Kappa statistics calculated from confusion 
matrix and contingency table, indicates that using a square neighborhood size of 5×5 i.e. in a neighborhood 
of 150×150m is more suitable than 3×3 or 7×7 neighborhood size. Based on the earlier work (Pijanowski, et 
al., 2005) Kappa values calculated for simulated land use map seems very good. The simulated land use 

map of Isfahan Metropolitan Area is shown in Fig. 4.  

As mentioned, the calibrated rules are the minimum required number of pixels of land uses for urbanization 
of a non-urban pixel. These rules as a set of numbers can be interpreted as follows: In case of window size 
of 5 the calibrated cellular automata transition rules are 11, 3, 23, and 12. It means that in the Moore 
neighborhood of a non-urban pixel must be at least 11 pixels of urban land use, or 3 pixels of street land use, 
or 23 pixels of vegetation land use and or 12 pixels of water land use. Therefore, it can be drawn that the 
order of urbanization preference is street, urban, water and vegetation land uses. 
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Fig. 4. Isfahan simulated land use maps in 2001 using different neighborhood sizes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the calibration procedure of the cellular automata urban model was outlined along with the 
results for the Isfahan Metropolitan Area, Iran. Since cellular automata urban models involve large number of 
variables, it needs an effective method for calibration. This exhaustive search for finding the optimum 
solutions will be reduced only through metaheuristics methods such as genetic algorithms. Genetic 
algorithms due to the effective search and high performance could be a suitable method for calibrating urban 
cellular automata. The paper verified that the neighborhood size of the cellular automata model depends on 
the urban structure of study area and varies from one region to another. Also a larger neighborhood size 
generates a smoother pattern compared to the smaller one. Future works encourage doing the calibration 

 
Simulated land use map using 3×3 neighborhood size 

 
Simulated land use map using 5×5 neighborhood size 

 
Simulated land use map using 7×7 neighborhood size 
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process in spatial units smaller than townships and acquiring the model parameters to test the effect of 
spatial modeling unit size on the reliability of modeling. 
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